Soaking up the Rainbow Frequencies of the Full Spectrum of Light Energy
I would like to explain the process that the entire world is going through right now, and the
process that you will be going through even faster once you order an Eternal Life mp3,
Ascension Kit, Ultra Violet Blue Sun or any of the high powered Frequency Wave Files.
The photons of the sun, the stardust that will fall from the comets, the solar winds, etc. are not
physical phenomena like the scientists think they are. These divine entities of light and sound
carry a power of consciousness from our original Sun Alcyone and our original Star System,
Aquarius. They carry the divine frequencies of the entire 12 stargate template. We must
connect to the light that they bring through the Sound of the phonons or the Frequencies of
Consciousness that we hold within us.
We are bringing in the Rainbow Frequencies into our Crystal Heart and into the Crystal Heart
of Earth. The Rainbow Frequencies mean the entire spectrum of light, which is white light.
The Sun itself holds this white light because it is eternally attached to the divine manifestation
template of Source. The white light is the pre sound and pre light substance that ideas are
manifest from.
We can become involved in this Rainbow by using these techniques.
1. Look straight at the sun (If the frequencies are too strong, stand behind a tree and look
through the leaves). Walk into the sun in consciousness. Go deep within until you see the sun
become Blue.
If the sun has become blue, that means that you have walked all the way into the Sun until
you reached the white light of the pre sound pre light of Source. You must go completely into
the rainbow frequencies or the complete light spectrum of white light before the light will turn
blue. There is in reality no blue light. The blue is a spiritual phenomena that means you have
returned to at one ment with Source.
It is only then that you will see a blue sphere in front of you, which is your spiritual self. You
will also see a blue violet diamond in your third eye. This means that you have made contact.
You will want to keep this connection into the sun as often as possible.
This same procedure can be done by focusing on a candle. You look at the candle flames. You
see yourself as the stem of the candle and all of the light coming from within you. If you look
closely at the candle you will see the black hertizan at the bottom, then a little red which is
infra red, then the visible light, and then there is a place where the light is invisible. A little
above that there is the gamma and plasma light and on the very top there is pink white light. If
you take your little body that is standing in the stem all the way into this complete light
spectrum of the rainbow frequencies, you will see a blue sphere pop out above, below or in
front of the flame. This means you have gone in, turned around and become the blue body. It
means you have absorbed the allness of Source Frequencies.
There is an easier way to do this, after you have done it at least once with the sun and the
candle. Now, we know that the Sun is in the 8th dimension. It is the parallel of the 16th,
meaning the spiritual white light outside of the 15th dimensional time matrix. In sacred
geometry, that Sun exists three feet straight in front and to a 45 degree angle that goes into the

forehead through the mid brain and out the 8th chakra- the throat area between the backbone
and the skull. Focus on the symbol of the sun, the location of the sun and visualize the gamma
wave and the white light sphere. Allow that sphere of white light to come into the mid brain
and soak up that frequency until all thoughts are removed from the brain.
Every time there is more light brought to Earth, every time you listen to these frequencies -especially the ETernal Life album, there will be miasms and seals coming out of the body to
be healed. When the problems or pains arise from the body -- sometimes thoughts of anger,
fear, jealousy, confusion - TAKE THAT IDEA and PLACE IT IN THE SUN. MELT IT
INTO THE RAINBOW FREQUENCY OF THE COMPLETE LIGHT SPECTRUM OF
WHITE LIGHT OR SOURCE. LET IT BURN UNTIL IT MELTS INTO CRYSTAL
LIQUID LIGHT.
Now, you can let this crystal liquid light flow into your cells and transpose your body into the
fifth dimensional blue body.
Some people think that there will be a lot of fear and chaos and even war during these end
times. That is true. As the sun is removing the error or miasms from the body template, those
who do not know what is happening will be very afraid and when the miasms of hate and fear
come together, war will be provoked.
We can protect ourselves from that happening to us individually and collectively by soaking
your minds in the Frequency Music that I have prepared for you, and soaking your head in the
sun until the mid brain is full of the light of the omnipresent eternal light spectrum that we
call the Rainbow. We can't actually see the rainbow when we are full of white light, but it is
there. HOWEVER, the true rainbow has about 36 colors in between each of the colors that
our eyes now see. That reality becomes visible once the transfer into the Blue Body takes
place.
Be prepared to take your consciousness completely into the image of the sun and fill the mid
brain with white light any time an idea, pain, or any old problem comes to the surface. We
have been holding Karma within our bodies for a very long time. It is not our fault. We didn't
even put it there . It was put there by Invader races and fallen angelics who want to control us.
This is the last war, and we can win it with a little light and sound.
When we go into the full spectrum of white light, we are going all the way to Source
Consciousness. The ultraviolet blue is only an after effect of going into the white light. Our
consciousness is actually going into the full spectrum. It is going all the way into hertzian,
infra red, visible light, invisible light, gamma, x ray, white light and pink white light. When
consciousness goes into the Sun--which holds the entire spectrum of light and attaches
consciousness into Source, there is a bounce back -- a negative of a picture is created. This is
the same formula that works if you take your consciousness into a mirror, turn around and
look back at your self from the other side. There is an atomic radiation substance within the
mirror. If you stare into a candle, the same thing happens. You are saturating your
consciousness with the full spectrum of white Light (The pink white light is out in the void -it doesn't concern us at this time).
So, to summarize, we can't get to the blue light without going into the white light. My music
is created to take your consciousness into white light, turn around and become the negative of
the new picture made in the blue light. It looks blue at first, but in reality it is ultra violet blue.
It is in fact uv radiation. It is the atomic radiation that creates a new picture. But the picture is
only a negative. We add the positive or the development of the picture through the ideas
placed in our consciousness.

That is why this time - the next few months is critical to what we manifest next year in our
brand new world.. Everytime you gaze into the Sun and see blue, this means you are in Sun
Alcyone. You are no longer in Sun Vesta. You have aligned your consciousness into the Blue
Sun-- meaning the creation sun. The Sun who holds the original blue print idea of who you
were when originally created. That blue print is a reflection of the idea created in Source
Consciousness. Sun Alcyone is our creator, but Source is our Original Idea that holds the
divine blue print forever. Our divine blue print is held deep within the ultra etheric omnions
within our quarks and our sparks and far into eternity--far beyond what science can measure
because it is in the parallel spiritual. Our physical an spiritual will soon unite back into
oneness.
Namaste,
Crystalai
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